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Urban Health and Wellbeing Aug 08 2020 This book focuses on interdisciplinary issues of human health in the changing urban environments of
India’s largest megacities—Delhi and Mumbai. The authors explore human health concerns related to increased temperatures and air pollution in
these cities in a study based on primary data collected through interviews, as well as secondary data on causes of mortality from 2001 to 2012.
During this period, the surface temperatures for both megacities were mapped using Landsat Images. The rapidly increasing populations of cities
and urban centers alter ecosystem services such as water, air and land cover, with disastrous impacts on health and wellbeing, particularly in
megacities. In 2015, polluted air was estimated to have been responsible for 6.4 million deaths worldwide, and it is projected that it will cause
between 6 and 9 million deaths per year by 2060. In 2017, outdoor air pollution resulted in 1.2 million deaths in India and brought about a 3% loss
in GDP. The increase in population, vehicles, and industries has led to changes in land use and land cover and a rise in city temperatures and air
pollution, creating urban heat islands (UHIs). Together, UHIs and air pollution have damaging impacts on human health that range from stress and
headache to asthma, bronchitis, and chronic diseases, and even to death. Delhi has been experiencing emergency conditions in terms of
environmental health over the past two years. At the same time, both the Delhi and Mumbai urban agglomerations are growing at a rapid pace,
and the United Nations has projected that they will be the second and third most populous cities in the world by 2025. In this context, the book
offers significant insights into the past patterns and responses to the present global urban health emergencies, and explores sustainable means of
combating the problem to enable college and university researchers to develop innovative solutions. Further. It presents trans-disciplinary
research that cuts across the WHO Action Plan, the Sustainable Development Goals, the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, and
Habitat III to help policymakers gain a better understanding of the global challenges of urban health and wellbeing. The book is especially useful
for students and researchers in geography, urban demography, urban studies, environmental studies, health sciences, and policy studies.
Secret of the Forbidden City Jul 31 2022 The Kidds - treasure hunting family extraordinare - are heading to China, on a journey that will lead
them beyond the Great Wall and into the underbelly of Berlin. Bick and Beck Kidd are desperately trying to secure the ancient Chinese artefact
that will buy their mother's freedom from renegade pirates. But when the kidnappers force them to locate an even greater treasure - priceless
paintings stolen by Nazis, the Kidds must rely on their own cunning and experience to outwit the criminals, all while their mom's life is on the line.
Current Issues in Asian Tourism: Volume II Nov 10 2020 Current Issues in Asian Tourism: Volume II draws together a collection of papers
from Current Issues in Asian Tourism (CIAT). CIAT was launched by the editors of Current Issues in Tourism in response to the growing number
of papers about tourism in Asia received by the journal and the increasing number of authors from Asian countries. This volume focuses on three
aspects of Asian tourism. Firstly, the section on marketing, consumption and demand for Asian tourism includes papers on mega events, creative
experiences, World Heritage Sites and pollution. Secondly, a group of papers focus on sustainable Asian tourism destinations including papers on
investment, climate change, energy and local food. Finally, there are two chapters on Asian tourism research methods including the use of
photography and qualitative methods. The papers in this book were originally published in Current Issues in Asian Tourism.
Renaissance Lawman Apr 15 2021 Renaissance Lawman: The Education and Deeds of Eliot H. Lumbard details the life, education, and public
service career of Eliot Howland Lumbard. A lawyer, who most of his life, lived and worked in Manhattan and whose legal career spanned more
than fifty years beginning in the early 1950s. Lumbard is easily identified as a renaissance lawman for having gained considerable expertise in the
operations of the political and justice systems, and for proceeding to capitalize on this knowledge to become both an advocate and initiator of
progressive reforms for criminal justice. His contributions on behalf of public safety have been largely forgotten but throughout this intriguing
biography Martin Alan Greenberg successfully juxtaposes many of Lumbard's professional activities with many of the major historical
developments and challenges of his time. The chronicled events emphasize what motivated the people in his generation to behave as they did
since the world today is a much different place than what Americans were experiencing in the first three decades after WW II. Cultural and
technological changes have combined to make our present-day world quite different from over a half-century ago. Renaissance Lawman proves to
be especially rewarding to a wide-range of readers interested in police work, criminal justice history, public service leadership, and legal ethics.
There are no other comparable books on the market. Lumbard certainly had a unique legal career and his impactful contributions have seldom, if
ever, been duplicated – even if his contributions, on behalf of public safety, have been largely forgotten.
Visible Cities, Global Comics Jul 19 2021 More and more people are noticing links between urban geography and the spaces within the layout of
panels on the comics page. Benjamin Fraser explores the representation of the city in a range of comics from across the globe. Comics address
the city as an idea, a historical fact, a social construction, a material-built environment, a shared space forged from the collective imagination, or as

a social arena navigated according to personal desire. Accordingly, Fraser brings insights from urban theory to bear on specific comics. The works
selected comprise a variety of international, alternative, and independent small-press comics artists, from engravings and early comics to singlepanel work, graphic novels, manga, and trading cards, by artists such as Will Eisner, Tsutomu Nihei, Hariton Pushwagner, Julie Doucet, Frans
Masereel, and Chris Ware. In the first monograph on this subject, Fraser touches on many themes of modern urban life: activism, alienation,
consumerism, flânerie, gentrification, the mystery story, science fiction, sexual orientation, and working-class labor. He leads readers to images of
such cities as Barcelona, Buenos Aires, London, Lyon, Madrid, Montevideo, Montreal, New York, Oslo, Paris, São Paolo, and Tokyo. Through
close readings, each chapter introduces readers to specific comics artists and works and investigates a range of topics related to the medium’s
spatial form, stylistic variation, and cultural prominence. Mainly, Fraser mixes interest in urbanism and architecture with the creative strategies that
comics artists employ to bring their urban images to life.
Private India: City on Fire (Library Edition) Oct 29 2019 When Jack Morgan opens the Mumbai branch of Private, the world's most elite detective
agency, he hands the reins to top agent Santosh Wagh. Now, in this teeming metropolis of over thirteen million people where the guilty have
everywhere to hide, Santosh goes on the hunt for one elusive killer. A killer who is targeting seemingly unconnected women and placing strange
objects at their death scenes in a series of chilling rituals. As the Private team races to find a link that will lead them to the next victim, an unseen
menace threatens to destroy the agency from within-and plunge the city into chaos. With countless lives hanging in the balance, Santosh must
confront the demons of his past . . . before Private India meets an explosive end.
Secret Societies Jul 27 2019 Claims and counter-claims. Accusations and allegations. NSA spying and suppressed evidence. Cover-ups and
threats. Documented connections and intrigue. Suggestions of a New World Order. Are we to believe the coincidences are mere chance? Might
the paranoid be on to something? Who really holds the levers of power? History admonishes us to be vigilant of hidden plots and nefarious
agendas of governments and the powerful. Shedding light onto sometimes sinister and coercive groups, Secret Societies: The Complete Guide to
Histories, Rites, and Rituals is packed with details on nearly 200 organizations, their histories, found members, backgrounds, and suspected
conspiracies. It uncovers and examines the hidden, overlooked, and buried history of some of the most notorious groups, including the Illuminati,
the Freemasons, Skull and Bones, World Bankers, the Secret Government, and extraterrestrial invaders, to name a few. Tracing the chilling and
corrosive affects of powerful cliques and their plots, it exposes their deep reach into the operations of today's world. Providing gripping details,
presenting the facts, and letting the reader decide, this revealing work probes the hidden agendas and agreements of secret cabals and
associations. Along the way, it debunks myths and presents the evidence on an invisible world of influence and power.
American Politics and the African American Quest for Universal Freedom May 17 2021 This dynamic and comprehensive text from
nationally renowned scholars continues to demonstrate the profound influence African Americans have had -- and continue to have -- on American
politics. Through the use of two interrelated themes -- the idea of universal freedom and the concept of minority-majority coalitions -- the text
demonstrates how the presence of Africans in the United States affected the founding of the Republic and its political institutions and processes.
The authors show that through the quest for their own freedom in the United States, African Americans have universalized and expanded the
freedoms of all Americans. New to the Eighth Edition A new co-author, Sherri L. Wallace, is renowned for her teaching, scholarship, and
participation in APSA’s American government textbook assessment for coverage of race, ethnicity, and gender. She is the perfect addition
following an election year that included female presidential candidates as well as candidates of color and issues focusing on racial tension and
inequality. Offers a new Media Integration Guide for the first time. Provides the first overall assessment of the Obama administration in relation to
domestic and foreign policy and racial politics in particular. Updated through the 2016 elections, connecting the Obama years with the new
administration. Looks at candidates Hillary Clinton and Ben Carson in particular in relation to the themes of the book. Adds a new section on State
Politics and Elections. Includes new sections on intersectionality dealing with issues of race, gender and sexuality; LGBT issues as another
manifestation of the struggle for universal freedom; a discussion of the "Black Lives Matter" movement; and a new section focusing on the
changing character of black ethnicity as result of increased immigration from Africa and the Caribbean. Discusses the way in which race
contributed to the polarization of American politics; the connections to the Tea Party; and the Obama Presidency and the 2016 presidential
campaign as the most polarized since the advent of polling. Previews the impact of the Trump Administration on matters of race and ethnicity.
The Trumping of America Aug 27 2019 Trump alone is not to blame... How does it reflect on North American societal values when wealth trumps
humanity, selfish individualism trumps compassion, the need to be entertained and to win trumps the truth, and racism and misogyny are rewarded
with the most powerful position in the world? The political rise of Donald Trump, from the cutthroat Republican primary process to his move to the
White House, has ushered in a new age of politics in the United States. This is a comprehensive analysis of the events surrounding the 2016
presidential election and the unprecedented first year of Donald Trump’s presidency. Pamela Hines highlights the growing distortion of American
democracy, which threatens political systems around the world. As a Canadian living just across the border, Hines provides a unique perspective
on the international impact of the election; explores the roles of religion, racism, nationalism, and gender bias; and critiques the media and its
reckless coverage of Trump’s ascension. The Trump presidency is a wake-up call to citizens of the free world. Democracy is at risk, yet power
remains in the hands of the people. This assault on democracy can be curtailed only if voters make informed decisions and understand the
consequences of their choices—while they still have the right to choose.
Spatial Economics for Building Back Better Mar 27 2022 The central theme of this book is national land and infrastructure design in the age of
the declining population and the recovery from the Great East Japan Earthquake in the affected regions in Japan. Based on the theory of spatial
economics and evidence from Japanese history, the authors show that the growing economy with a population increase develops into a multicored and complex structure. In the population decline phase, however, such construction will be destabilized because of agglomeration
economies in the central core. Then, a catastrophic shock that strikes may provoke the decline of the lower-rank-size provincial cities and their
eventual disappearance if they compete only in lower prices of staple products. Not only is the practice bad for the residents; it also leads to lower
national welfare resulting from the loss of diversity and overcrowded big cities. The authors argue that small local towns can recover and will be
sustained if they will endeavor in innovative production by making good use of local natural resources and social capital. Under the ongoing
declining population in Japan, an undesirable concentration in Tokyo will proceed further with increasing social cost and risk. The recent novel
coronavirus pandemic has highlighted that concern.
Cycling for Sustainable Cities Jan 31 2020 How to make city cycling--the most sustainable form of urban transportation--safe, practical, and
convenient for all cyclists. Cycling is the most sustainable mode of urban transportation, practical for most short- and medium-distance
trips--commuting to and from work or school, shopping, visiting friends, going to the doctor's office. It's good for your health, spares the
environment a trip's worth of auto emissions, and is economical for both public and personal budgets. Cycling, with all its benefits, should not be
reserved for the fit, the spandex-clad, and the daring. Cycling for Sustainable Cities shows how to make city cycling safe, practical, and convenient
for all cyclists.
Business Improvement Districts in the United States Sep 08 2020 This book examines how privatization has transformed cities, particularly
through the role of Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) in the revitalization of America’s downtown. These public-private partnerships between

property owners and municipal government have developed retail strips across the United States into lifestyle and commercial hubs. BIDs are nonprofit community organizations with the public power to tax and spend on services in their districts, but they are unelected bodies often operating in
the shadows of local government. They work as agents of economic development, but are they democratic? What can we learn from BIDs about
the accountability of public-private partnerships, and how they impact our lives as citizens? Unger explores these questions of local democracy
and urban political economy in this age of rampant privatization and the reinvention of neighborhoods.
Small Scale Soil-less Urban Agriculture in Europe Oct 10 2020 This Monograph focuses on the new approaches that urban agriculture
offers to grow food in cities. The author paints a dynamic picture of soil-less and indoor techniques that are currently emerging. A growing number
of small scale community-led and entrepreneurial initiatives are using such techniques for diverse objectives: to increase resource efficiency; to
strengthen food security; to educate and inform or to exploit new market opportunities. The described studies demonstrate how technologies that
are typically used in high-tech food production can also be harnessed in small projects to generate social and economic benefits at a local level.
The author puts a focus on three aspects: to outline the context within which small scale soil-less urban agriculture is developing in Europe; to give
an overview of the state-of-the-art of projects focusing on this area through case study analysis and to elaborate on emerging questions. Such
questions include: is the use of soil-less urban agriculture changing the relationship with, and perception of, what is natural and sustainable for
urban farmers and small enterprises working in this sector? What is the perceived potential of these soil-less and indoor forms of urban agriculture
to meet environmental, social and economic goals? By answering these and other questions, the volume is a valuable resource for researchers in
agriculture and sustainability, as well as urban farmers.
India Emerging Jun 29 2022 India, like most democratic developing nations, is prone to populist politics. In the search of votes, politicians look
for popular solutions with mass appeal. Some popular solutions benefit the poor, some hurt the economy. Poor economics leads to falling
numbers. Falling numbers get statistically captured as economic data. And, the impact of such economic data is immense. This data can lift or
crash currency markets, stock markets, affect credit ratings, fuel inflation, affect new investments and even result in mass layoffs. However, there
is always a story behind the data. These stories are guided mostly by executive decisions. Some decisions are far-reaching and beneficial to the
masses, some cater to political vote banks, some are guided by increasing activism, some serve the need for social justice, some are aimed at
environmental protection, while some are simply driven by the greed of power or wealth. This is the story of every regime. The book narrates this
compelling data story in a layman's language. Even where data is wrong it leaves behind a tell-tale mark of anomalies, which trips the economy
sooner than later. Fudged, incorrect or lazily collected data is worse than genuine but unimpressive data as you do not know what to correct. India
Emerging thus captures this dialogue on the pros and cons of economic and political decisions that can be understood by the common voter who
is neither an economist nor an academician.
Sculpture in Gotham Apr 03 2020 Public sculpture is a major draw in today’s cities, and nowhere is this more the case than in New York. In the
Big Apple, urban art has become synonymous with the municipal “brand,” highlighting the metropolis as vibrant, creative, tolerant, orderly, and
above all, safe. Sculpture in Gotham tells the story of how the City of New York came to be committed to public art patronage beginning in the
mid-1960s. In that era of political turbulence, cultural activists and city officials for a time shifted away from traditional monuments, joining forces to
sponsor ambitious sculptural projects as an instrument for urban revitalization. Focusing on specific people, agencies and organizations, and both
temporary and permanent projects, from the 1960s forward, Michele H. Bogart reveals the changing forms and meanings of municipal public art.
Sculpture in Gotham illustrates how such shifts came about at a time when art theories and styles were morphing markedly, and when
municipalities were reeling from racial unrest, economic decline, and countercultural challenges—to culture as well as the state. While sculptural
installations on New York City property took time and were not without controversy, Gotham’s processes and policies produced notable results,
providing precedents and lessons for cities the world over.
Smart Governance for Cities: Perspectives and Experiences Jan 13 2021 This book provides theoretical perspectives and practical experiences
on smart governance for smart cities. It presents a balanced linkage between research, policies and practices on this area. The authors discuss
the sustainability challenges raised by rapid urbanization, challenges with smart governance models in various countries, and a new governance
paradigm seen as a capable approach able to overcome social, economic and environmental sustainability problems. The authors include case
studies on transformation, adaption and transfers; and country, regional, municipal contextualization. Also included are best practices on
monitoring and evaluating smart governance and impact assessment. The book features contributions from researchers, academics, and
practitioners in the field. Analyzes smart governance for cities from a variety of perspectives and a variety of sectors – both in theory and in
practice Features information on the linkage between United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and smart governance Covers the
connection between research, policies and practice in smart governance for smart cities
Creating Smart Cities Jan 01 2020 In cities around the world, digital technologies are utilized to manage city services and infrastructures, to
govern urban life, to solve urban issues and to drive local and regional economies. While "smart city" advocates are keen to promote the benefits
of smart urbanism – increased efficiency, sustainability, resilience, competitiveness, safety and security – critics point to the negative effects, such
as the production of technocratic governance, the corporatization of urban services, technological lock-ins, privacy harms and vulnerability to
cyberattack. This book, through a range of international case studies, suggests social, political and practical interventions that would enable more
equitable and just smart cities, reaping the benefits of smart city initiatives while minimizing some of their perils. Included are case studies from
Ireland, the United States of America, Colombia, the Netherlands, Singapore, India and the United Kingdom. These chapters discuss a range of
issues including political economy, citizenship, standards, testbedding, urban regeneration, ethics, surveillance, privacy and cybersecurity. This
book will be of interest to urban policymakers, as well as researchers in Regional Studies and Urban Planning.
The Independent Guide to New York City 2016 Aug 20 2021 Independent Guidebooks presents our 2016 guide to New York City Get ready
to visit the city that never sleeps with the 2016 guide to New York City from Independent Guidebooks. Contents: * NYC's history - A brief look at
how the city became the megapolis it is today * NYC today (an overview) - Learn about the city's population, the layout, weather and even New
York etiquette * Transportation - Understand the subway and bus system, including local and express trains, and different fare types. We also look
at cabs and cycling. * Getting to NYC - Check out the different options of getting to the city, including transfers from airports, as well as trains and
buses * City and Neighborhood Guides - We go through New York area by area, and look at the attractions, accommodation options and dining.
Easy to read, compact and useful. We list the address, phone number, entry prices, opening hours and nearest subway stop for each listing. Over
100 pages of the guide are dedicated to this section. * NYC's best food - As well as the dining listings in the city guides, we list the best grab and
go food in the city, inducing bagels, pizza slices, cheesecake and hot dogs. * Shopping - NYC is a shopper's dream. We list department stores,
luxury shopping areas and everything in between. Again, we have their addresses, opening hours, contact details and nearest subway stops. *
NYC Nightlife - Whether its bars, clubs, lounges, music venues or Broadway musicals, we have it covered. * Seasonal Events - Every day is a
perfect day to visit the city that never sleeps. So no matter whether its the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade, or the Summer Movie Series in
Central Park, we cover what you can do that's unique to every month of the year. * Maps - We include custom designed maps of NYC's boroughs,
plus an in-depth look at Manhattan's different neighborhoods. Your complete, compact and easy to use guide to NYC is right here.

Rural-Urban Migration in Vietnam Sep 01 2022 This edited volume provides a comprehensive overview of rural-urban migration in Vietnam. It
addresses a wide range of important topics, including Vietnam’s household registration system (ho khau), migration trends, remittance behaviour
and social networking. In addition, it examines migrants’ earnings, their children’s schooling, housing issues and their families’ consumption
behaviour in their destination cities. The book is mainly based on new data from the Australian National University's ‘Study of Rural-Urban
Migration in Vietnam with Insights from China and Indonesia’ (VRUM) project, which identifies migrants from the large-scale, representative
‘Vietnam Household Living Standards Survey’ 2012 (VHLSS2012). In addition to the data from the VRUM project, the book draws on other widely
used data sources to provide a comprehensive picture of rural-urban migrants in Vietnam. By highlighting the issues and challenges brought about
by the large-scale rural-urban migration in Vietnam, the book helps researchers and policymakers more effectively formulate policies to respond to
those challenges. Moreover, Vietnam’s experience can serve as lessons learnt to other transitional/developing countries.
Sustainable Cities Reimagined Dec 24 2021 To assess urban sustainability performance, this book explores several clusters of cities, including
megacities, cities of the Global South, European and North American cities, cities of the Middle East and North Africa, cities of Central and South
East Asia, a city state of Singapore and a large group of global cities. It applies a multi-criteria approach using a panel of environmental, economic,
social and smart indicators to assess progress and policies in global cities including London, New York, Hong Kong, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
São Paolo, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Paris, Berlin, Stockholm, Moscow, Beijing, Seoul, Singapore, Shanghai, Sydney, Tokyo and many
others. Additional attention is given to the issues of climate change, poverty and smart dimensions, with renewable energy and the drivers of urban
CO2 emissions playing the central role. This book is abundant with case studies considering strategies, policies and performance of the leading
cities, including San Francisco, Stockholm and Seoul in greater depth, exploring how their successes can be used by other cities. The book
identifies key linkages between different smart and sustainability dimensions as well as investment opportunities in cities with sustainability
potential. This book will be of great interest to policy makers, city and regional authorities as well as scholars and students of urban planning and
sustainable development aiming to facilitate a sustainability transition in our cities around the world.
City Planning for the Public Manager Nov 03 2022 Why should public administrators care about city planning? Is city planning not a field ruled
by architects and public works personnel? Much of city planning in fact requires expertise in areas other than buildings and infrastructure, and with
city planning expertise, urban administrators are empowered to make more informed decisions on matters that involve budgeting, economic
development, tax revenues, public relations, and ordinances and policies that will benefit the community. City Planning for the Public Manager is
designed to fill a gap in the urban administration literature, offering students and practitioners hands-on, practical advice from experts with diverse
city administration experience, and demonstrating where theory and practice intersect. Divided into three sections, the book provides an overview
of the life cycle of a municipality and its services, explores city planning applications for planners on a strict budget, and walks the reader through a
real-life planning research project, demonstrating how it was formulated, implemented, and analyzed to produce usable results. Topics explored
include justifications for specific city services, internal and external benchmarking used for city planning, common technical tools (e.g., GIS), legal
aspects of planning and zoning, environmental concerns, transportation, residential planning, business district planning, and infrastructure. City
Planning for the Public Manager is required reading for students of urban administration and practicing city administrators interested in improving
their careers and their communities.
The City Record Jan 25 2022
The Sustainable State Nov 30 2019 “Asks difficult questions and offers bold, provocative answers . . . These pages open our eyes to some of
the most urgent problemss facing humanity. A must-read.” —Moisés Naím, author of The Revenge of Power The free-market, limited-government
development model has been an ecological and social disaster for the developing world. Sustainable and equitable development is only possible
with the active involvement of a strong central state that can guide the economy, protect the environment, and prioritize meeting people’s basic
needs. In this sure-to-be-controversial book, Chandran Nair shows that the market-dominated model followed by the industrialized West is simply
not scalable. The US alone, with less than five percent of the world population, consumes nearly a quarter of its resources. If Asian countries,
where sixty percent of the world lives, follow the Western lead, the results will be calamitous. Instead, Nair argues that development must be
directed by a state that is willing and able to intervene in the economy. Corporations, which by design demand ever-expanding consumption, need
to be directed toward meeting societal needs or otherwise restrained, not unleashed. Development has to be oriented towards the greatest
good—clean drinking water for the many has to take precedence over swimming pools for the few. He provides three compelling case studies
demonstrating the benefits of such strong state governance and the findings of weak state governance. This will mean rethinking the meaning of
concepts like “prosperity,” “freedom,” and “rights,” and whether democracy is always the best way to ensure responsive government—as Nair
writes, “A democracy that cannot work to improve the life of its citizens is not better than a non-democracy that can actually improve quality of life.”
Many people will find these to be challenging ideas, but what Nair offers is a model suited to the realities of the developing world, not the
assumptions of the dominant culture.
A Companion to Curation Jun 25 2019 The definitive reference text on curation both inside and outside the museum A Companion to Curation is
the first collection of its kind, assembling the knowledge and experience of prominent curators, artists, art historians, scholars, and theorists in one
comprehensive volume. Part of the Blackwell Companion series, this much-needed book provides up-to-date information and valuable insights on
the field of curatorial studies and curation in the visual arts. Accessible and engaging chapters cover diverse, contemporary methods of curation,
its origin and history, current and emerging approaches within the profession, and more. This timely publication fills a significant gap in literature
on the role of the curator, the art and science of curating, and the historical arc of the field from the 17th century to the present. The Companion
explores topics such as global developments in contemporary indigenous art, Asian and Chinese art since the 1980s, feminist and queer feminist
curatorial practices, and new curatorial strategies beyond the museum. This unique volume: Offers readers a wide range of perspectives on
curating in both theory and practice Includes coverage of curation outside of the Eurocentric and Anglosphere art worlds Presents clear and
comprehensible information valuable for specialists and novices alike Discusses the movements, models, people and politics of curating Provides
guidance on curating in a globalized world Broad in scope and detailed in content, A Companion to Curation is an essential text for professionals
engaged in varied forms of curation, teachers and students of museum studies, and readers interested in the workings of the art world, museums,
benefactors, and curators.
Power and Loss in South African Journalism Oct 22 2021 This timely collection of essays analyses the crisis of journalism in contemporary
South Africa at a period when the media and their role are frequently at the centre of public debate. The transition to digital news has been messy,
random and unpredictable. The spread of news via social media platforms has given rise to political propaganda, fake news and a flattening of
news to banality and gossip. Media companies, however, continue to shrink newsrooms, ousting experienced journalists in favour of 'content
producers'. Against this backdrop, Daniels points out the contribution of investigative journalists to exposing corruption and sees new opportunities
emerging to forge a model for the future of non-profit, public-funded journalism. Engaging and dynamic, the book argues for the power of public
interest journalism, including investigative journalism, and a diversity of voices and positions to be reflected in the news. It addresses the gains
and losses from decolonial and feminist perspectives and advocates for a radical shift in the way power is constituted by the media in the South

African postcolony. A valuable introduction to the confusion that confronts journalism students, it has much to offer practising media professionals.
Daniels uses her years of experience as a newspaper journalist to write with authority and illuminate complex issues about newsroom politics.
Interviews with alienated media professionals and a semi-autobiographical lens add a personal element that will appeal to readers interested in the
inner life of the media.
OECD Urban Policy Reviews: Kazakhstan Nov 22 2021 This report provides a comprehensive assessment of Kazakhstan’s urban policies in
terms of economic, social and environmental impact.
Wallpaper* City Guide Porto 2016 Feb 11 2021 The fast-track guide for the smart traveller Wallpaper* City Guides present a tightly edited,
discreetly packaged list of the best a location has to offer the design conscious traveller. Here is a precise, informative, insider's checklist of all you
need to know about the world's most intoxicating cities. Whether you are staying for 48 hours or five days, visiting for business or a vacation, we've
done the hard work for you, from finding the best restaurants, bars and hotels (including which rooms to request) to the most extraordinary stores
and sites, and the most enticing architecture and design. Wallpaper* City Guidesenable you to come away from your trip, however brief, with a real
taste of the city's landscape and the satisfaction you've seen all that you should. In short, these guides act as a passport to the best the world has
to offer.
Handbook of Global Urban Health Jun 05 2020 Through interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary perspectives, and with an emphasis on
exploring patterns as well as distinct and unique conditions across the globe, this collection examines advanced and cutting-edge theoretical and
methodological approaches to the study of the health of urban populations. Despite the growing interest in global urban health, there are limited
resources available that provide an extensive and advanced exploration into the health of urban populations in a transnational context. This
volume offers a high-quality and comprehensive examination of global urban health issues by leading urban health scholars from around the world.
The book brings together a multi-disciplinary perspective on urban health, with chapter contributions emphasizing disciplines in the social
sciences, construction sciences and medical sciences. The co-editors of the collection come from a number of different disciplinary backgrounds
that have been at the forefront of urban health research, including public health, epidemiology, geography, city planning and urban design. The
book is intended to be a reference in global urban health for research libraries and faculty collections. It will also be appropriate as a text for
university class adoption in upper-division under-graduate courses and above. The proposed volume is extensive and offers enough breadth and
depth to enable it to be used for courses emphasizing a U.S., or wider Western perspective, as well as courses on urban health emphasizing a
global context.
Transnational Cultural Flow from Home Sep 20 2021 Transnational Cultural Flow from Home examines New York Korean immigrants’ collective
efforts to preserve their cultural traditions and cultural practices and their efforts to transmit and promote them to New Yorkers by focusing on the
Korean cultural elements such as language, foods, cultural festivals, and traditional and contemporary performing arts.
Quest for the City of Gold May 29 2022 The Kidd family discovers an ancient map to the lost Incan City of Paititi. But when the map is stolen, the
Kidds have to rely on Storm's picture-perfect memory to navigate the dangerous Amazon jungle - until she's kidnapped! To save Storm, the Kidds
must locate the fabled city ... before the bad guys find it first. The race is on!
Smart Cities for Technological and Social Innovation Apr 27 2022 Smart Cities for Technological and Social Innovation establishes a key
theoretical framework to understand the implementation and development of smart cities as innovation drivers, in terms of lasting impacts on
productivity, livability and sustainability of specific initiatives. This framework is based on empirical analysis of 12 case studies, including pioneer
projects from Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and more. It explores how successful smart cities initiatives nurture both technological and social
innovation using a combination of regulatory governance and private agency. Typologies of smart city-making approaches are explored in depth.
Integrative analysis identifies key success factors in establishing innovation relating to the effectiveness of social systems, institutional thickness,
governance, the role of human capital, and streamlining funding of urban development projects. Cases from a range of geographies, scales, social
and economic contexts Explores how smart cities can promote technological and social innovation in terms of direct impacts on livability,
productivity and sustainability Establishes an integrative framework based on empirical evidence to develop more innovative smart city initiatives
Investigates the role of governments in coordinating, fostering and guiding innovations resulting from smart city developments Interrogates the
policies and governance structures which have been effective in supporting the development and deployment of smart cities
Private India: City on Fire Jul 07 2020 When Jack Morgan opens the Mumbai branch of Private, the world's most elite detective agency, he hands
the reins to top agent Santosh Wagh. Now, in this teeming metropolis of over thirteen million people where the guilty have everywhere to hide,
Santosh goes on the hunt for one elusive killer. A killer who is targeting seemingly unconnected women and placing strange objects at their death
scenes in a series of chilling rituals. As the Private team races to find a link that will lead them to the next victim, an unseen menace threatens to
destroy the agency from within-and plunge the city into chaos. With countless lives hanging in the balance, Santosh must confront the demons of
his past . . . before Private India meets an explosive end.
Fear City Cinema Dec 12 2020 This book studies a grouping of films set in New York City between 1965 and 1995, reflecting a town besieged by
rampant criminality, social distress and physical decay. "Fear City" is a term the NYPD used to label New York as a frightening environment,
incapable of securing the safety of its residents. This book not only deals with the social problems evident in New York during this period, but also
provides a study of how independent filmmakers were able to capture unsettling urban imagery, capitalizing on feelings of paranoia and dread.
The author explores how the tone of these films reflects upon the anti-urbanism that led to the War on Crime, the mass exodus of working-class
people from the city and mass incarceration of young Black men.
Breakthroughs in Smart City Implementation Oct 02 2022 Breakthroughs in Smart City Implementation should give answers on a wide
variety of present social, political and technological problems. Green and long-lasting solutions are needed in coming 10 years and beyond on
areas as green and long lasting solutions for improving air quality, quality of life of residents in cities, traffic congestions and many more.Two
Conasense branches, established in China and in India, report in six book chapters on initiatives needed to overcome the obvious shortcomings at
present. Three more chapters complete this fifth Conasense book: an introductory chapter concerning Smart City from Conasense perspective, a
chapter showing that not technology but the people in the cities are most important and a chapter on recent results and prospects of “Human in the
Loop” in smart vehicular systems.
Where the Past meets the Future Feb 23 2022 Xi'an, the former Chang'an - home to the terracotta army and capital to 13 dynasties of
Chinese emperors - experienced World Heritage fame in 1987 when the Mausoleum of the First Qin Emperor was listed. In 2014, five more
heritage sites in Xi'an were listed as part of the Silk Roads World Heritage nomination. The ancient capital represents glorious moments of
Chinese history and local citizens are proud of Xi'an's archaeological and historical status. However, the modern cityscape is as much shaped by
high rises as by historical buildings and heritage policies intersect with demands for urbanization, modernization, and economic growth. This book
seeks to understand how modernity, history, and heritage are reconciled in this city where the past meets the future.
Treasure Hunters: Secret of the Forbidden City Sep 28 2019 The Kidds--treasure hunting family extraordinaire--are heading to China, on a
journey that will lead them beyond the Great Wall and into the underbelly of Berlin. Bick and Beck Kidd are desperately trying to secure the ancient

Chinese artifact that will buy their mother's freedom from renegade pirates. But when the kidnappers force them to locate an even greater
treasure--priceless paintings stolen by Nazis, the Kidds must rely on their own cunning and experience to outwit the criminals, all while their mom's
life is on the line.
Beyond the Networked City Mar 03 2020 Cities around the world are undergoing profound changes. In this global era, we live in a world of
rising knowledge economies, digital technologies, and awareness of environmental issues. The so-called "modern infrastructural ideal" of spatially
and socially ubiquitous centrally-governed infrastructures providing exclusive, homogeneous services over extensive areas, has been the standard
of reference for the provision of basic essential services, such as water and energy supply. This book argues that, after decades of undisputed
domination, this ideal is being increasingly questioned and that the network ideology that supports it may be waning. In order to begin exploring the
highly diverse, fluid and unstable landscapes emerging beyond the networked city, this book identifies dynamics through which a ‘break’ with
previous configurations has been operated, and new brittle zones of socio-technical controversy through which urban infrastructure (and its wider
meaning) are being negotiated and fought over. It uncovers, across a diverse set of urban contexts, new ways in which processes of urbanization
and infrastructure production are being combined with crucial sociopolitical implications: through shifting political economies of infrastructure
which rework resource distribution and value creation; through new infrastructural spaces and territorialities which rebundle socio-technical
systems for particular interests and claims; and through changing offsets between individual and collective appropriation, experience and
mobilization of infrastructure. With contributions from leading authorities in the field and drawing on theoretical advances and original empirical
material, this book is a major contribution to an ongoing infrastructural turn in urban studies, and will be of interest to all those concerned by the
diverse forms and contested outcomes of contemporary urban change across North and South.
Crowdfunding in the Public Sector May 05 2020 In recent years, crowdfunding has become important and it has been enthusiastically used
not only by commercial organizations but also by the public sector. This alternative source of financing in times of constrained government budgets
enables citizens to vote with their dollars online to bring ideas into reality. This book sheds light on the developing concept of crowdfunding in the
public sector, with an overview of current academic discussions and best practices on crowdfunding in the public sector. The volume approaches
crowdfunding in the public sector from an integrated perspective, addressing the dearth of publications on the subject. The book gathers a wealth
of theoretical information, ideas, best practices and lessons learned in the context of executing concrete crowdfunding projects, and assess
methodological approaches to integrating the topic of crowdfunding in public organizations curricula. The book provides definitions, insights and
examples of this managerial perspective resulting in a theoretical framework of crowdfunding in the public sector. The contributors also explore
different crowdfunding applications in public sectors such as local government, higher education, schools, arts & culture organizations, healthcare,
energy sector, and police services, which are presented in several case studies. This is a unique book in the field that points the way forward both
for policymakers and for the research community in terms of thinking about crowdfunding in the public sector and the complex issues surrounding
its development.
Governing Climate Change Mar 15 2021 Cities are no longer just places to live in. They are significant actors on the global stage, and nowhere
is this trend more prominent than in the world of transnational climate change governance (TCCG). Through transnational networks that form links
between cities, states, international organizations, corporations, and civil society, cities are developing and implementing norms, practices, and
voluntary standards across national boundaries. In introducing cities as transnational lawmakers, Jolene Lin provides an exciting new perspective
on climate change law and policy, offering novel insights about the reconfiguration of the state and the nature of international lawmaking as the
involvement of cities in TCCG blurs the public/private divide and the traditional strictures of 'domestic' versus 'international'. This illuminating book
should be read by anyone interested in understanding how cities - in many cases, more than the countries in which they're located - are
addressing the causes and consequences of climate change.
Smart Cities Jun 17 2021 Key concepts, definitions, examples, and historical contexts for understanding smart cities, along with discussions of
both drawbacks and benefits of this approach to urban problems. Over the past ten years, urban planners, technology companies, and
governments have promoted smart cities with a somewhat utopian vision of urban life made knowable and manageable through data collection
and analysis. Emerging smart cities have become both crucibles and showrooms for the practical application of the Internet of Things, cloud
computing, and the integration of big data into everyday life. Are smart cities optimized, sustainable, digitally networked solutions to urban
problems? Or are they neoliberal, corporate-controlled, undemocratic non-places? This volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series
offers a concise introduction to smart cities, presenting key concepts, definitions, examples, and historical contexts, along with discussions of both
the drawbacks and the benefits of this approach to urban life. After reviewing current terminology and justifications employed by technology
designers, journalists, and researchers, the book describes three models for smart city development—smart-from-the-start cities, retrofitted cities,
and social cities—and offers examples of each. It covers technologies and methods, including sensors, public wi-fi, big data, and smartphone
apps, and discusses how developers conceive of interactions among the built environment, technological and urban infrastructures, citizens, and
citizen engagement. Throughout, the author—who has studied smart cities around the world—argues that smart city developers should work more
closely with local communities, recognizing their preexisting relationship to urban place and realizing the limits of technological fixes. Smartness is
a means to an end: improving the quality of urban life.
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